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Abstract
Spatial ecology is a broad-spectrum term used in a variety of studies depending on the subdiscipline of
life. Spatial ecological studies focus on patterns and interactions within and between species at the local,
regional and global scales. The scienti�c literature published on spatial microbial ecology is ample and
covers a wide array of objectives, including biogeographic patterns of microorganisms, international
collaboration, hot topics, keywords and productive journals. We used a science mapping approach to
provide a global and systematic bibliometric synthesis in this area. A total of 7022 publications on
spatial microbial ecology were retrieved from the Web of Science database in 2000–2020. Temporal
analyses showed a rapid growth in publications and citations noted after 2010. Results based on cluster
analysis revealed that the top productive countries in this area belong to developed countries other than
China. Keyword analysis showed that diversity, bacteria and dynamics are research hotspots in this �eld.
The citation burst indicated that researchers focused on traditional techniques in the early stage, while
new techniques and models were developed in the later stage. These �ndings suggest that spatial
microbial ecology is still in a developmental stage. This study provides a systematic understanding of the
development and panoramic road map for conducting future research in spatial microbial ecology.

1. Introduction
The main purpose of ecology is to understand how biodiversity is established and maintained. Spatial
ecology is a fundamental ecological �eld for investigating the mechanisms that give rise to spatial
patterning in the con�guration of the population. This �eld is usually referred to as landscape ecology for
macro-organisms, for which a wealth of conceptual structures, analytical processes and models have
been developed [1]. In a microbial community, spatial patterning is possibly a consequence of several
complex processes. Spatial dynamics of species diversity provide information on biodiversity-regulating
processes and are essential in the development of conservation priorities. Ecosystem spatial complexity
enables the coexistence of organisms and the processes they conduct and occurs at diverse scales,
varying from landscapes to soil pores micrometres in size [2–4]. Microbial populations’ spatial
con�guration has signi�cant implications for their evolution. Microbes living in subdivided populations
are vulnerable to a greater risk of extinction and diversity-purging community bottlenecks. They are
capable of adapting to local environmental conditions, and these local interactions between intra- and
inter-species create a mosaic ecosystem that can promote coevolution and induce diversi�cation of
microbes [5, 6]. These interactions play an important role within and among local communities in the
evolution of microbial diversity [7, 8].

Brock (1987) proposed that spatial research would rely on scales relevant to individuals, for example
bacterial cells, in order to research the ecology of microorganisms adequately. He mentioned that this is
the ‘only way we can really see organisms in their actual environments’ and through evolutionary studies,
‘without knowing where these organisms lived, (how) we can make any sense’. Since there are usually
about 106 bacteria in a single millimetre of unpolluted surface water, and soils can contain up to 1010

microorganisms in a single gram, it is a challenge to research microbial ecology at the level of an
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individual [9]. Most environmental scientists are mainly interested in how microbial interactions are
manifested on larger spatial scales and how nutrient cycling, decomposition, primary productivity, and
other microbially mediated ecosystem functions are regulated on human-relevant scales by this activity
[10]. Medical microbiology emphasizes the investigation of the spatial distribution of microbial
communities in different organs, including the tongue dorsum [11], gastrointestinal tract [12], skin [13]
and other organs [14–17].

An advance and important tool used to evaluate research activity on a certain topic is bibliometrics
evaluation, which is described as the use of mathematical methods for analysing articles published in
terms of quality and quantity [18, 19]. Information about publication progress, global collaboration, top
active countries, organisations and authors are described in bibliometric review. Furthermore, articles that
publish on the subject of interest are also presented. Maps are used as a tool of visualization in
bibliometric studies. Through the use of databases such as PubMed, Google Scholar, Scopus or the Web
of Science, it is possible to download published papers on a certain topic [20, 21]. Over the past years,
bibliometrics has been widely used to analyse scienti�c research in host–microbe interactions,
functional-gene-containing microbial communities, pathogenic microbes and microbial biodiversity [22–
27]. However, to the best of our knowledge so far, no bibliometric studies have assessed the spatial
heterogeneity of microbial communities at the global level. In this review, we aimed to comprehensively
analyse the status of spatial microbial ecology research as emerging categories and their research trends
with a bibliometric and visual approach. Such an approach serves to provide a systematic,
comprehensive bibliometric overview of the literature on spatial microbial ecology and trends in microbial
ecology.

2. Materials And Methods

2.1 The data acquisition and query criteria
A bibliometric study depends upon databases in the literature. The Web of Science Core Collection
(WoSCC) database is among the best-known datasets, a curated selection of high-quality academic
material on the Web of ScienceTM platform (WoS; previously known as Web of Knowledge), an online,
subscription-based scienti�c citation indexing service maintained by Thomson Reuters [28]. The WoSCC
database remains open at all times, so to prevent bias related to regular database changes, we conducted
the WoSCC literature retrieval on a single day, February 11, 2021.The synonyms for spatial ecology and
microbial community were included in the search strategy as follows: TS = (((((((((Spatial ecology*) OR
(Spatial heterogeneity*) OR (Spatial diversity*)))) AND (((((Microbial*) OR (Prokaryotic*) OR (bacteria*)
OR (fungi*) OR (Microbiota*) OR (Archaea*)))))))))). In the research query, the asterisk marks were used
to increase comprehensiveness.

2.2 Re�ning the retrieved documents
The data retrieval scheme and process of the current study are shown in (Fig. 1). Brie�y, the documents
retrieved were restricted to journal research articles and review documents. Proceeding papers, book
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chapters, early access articles, editorial materials, data papers and retracted papers were excluded. The
main objective of this step was to emphasize original research data as compared with scienti�c
publications in other formats. The study period selection was based on two main criteria: �rst, fewer than
100 documents per year were published between 1985 and 2000, and second, global concern regarding
spatial microbial ecology has developed in the last two decades. We restricted our search to the English
language because English is an international language, and research material presented in English is
easily understood by the entire research community.

2.3 Analysis of exported data
The data from all 7022 selected documents were exported in html format for further analysis. The basic
bibliometric analysis, including top journals, highly cited top authors, top cited and publishing countries
and publication record per year, was conducted in IMB SPSS Statistics 25.0 and Microsoft excel 2019.
The citation report for evaluation of publication quality, including the total number of times cited, average
citations per item and h-index, was created on WOSCC Thomson Reuters [29, 30]. To create networks and
visualize links, we used the VosViewer software developed by the Centre for Science and Technology
Studies, Leiden University (http://www.vosviewer.com/), and Citespace [31]. In the visualisation of trends
and patterns, CiteSpace is commonly used in the scienti�c literature. It incorporates functions such as the
drawing of visual co-citation maps, the separation of co-citation networks, the identi�cation of turning
points, search of key nodes and the analysis of area evolution [32].

The document co-citation network, author co-citation network, citation and author bursts were performed
with CiteSpace 5.7.4R in this analysis. The speci�c analytical parameters on CiteSpace were selected as
follows: time slicing (from 2000 to 2020, years per slice = 1), term source (title, abstract, author, keyword
and keywords plus), node type (cited reference and cited author were selected one by one). The link
strength (cosine), the scope of the link (within slices), the criteria for selection (top 50 per slice) and
pruning (none). The essential features of a citation burst were the intensity and duration of the burst. The
burst detection over a speci�ed period revealed abrupt changes in terms or citations, thereby identifying
emerging trends in research [33].

Visualization of similarities (VOS) mapping was used to measure and locate each topic in a two-
dimensional network in such a way that the difference among two items showed the relatedness or
similarity as precisely as possible. The VOS clustering approach was implemented in different clusters,
which were labelled with different colours [34, 35]. In the results portion, the interpretation of the data
visualization is explained in detail. The general interpretation is as follows: the size of the circles and the
label font represent the number of occurrences, the colours of the circles represent the type of clusters,
and the distance between the two circles shows the relatedness and similarity between the circles [36,
37]. The normalization association method was selected in the layout. All visualization images contain
the top 500 items in order to attain appropriate visualization [37]. All keywords were selected in co-
occurrence analysis, and a total of 808 keywords were retrieved. The minimum number of keyword
occurrences was set to 20, and the top 500 keywords were included from the threshold for visualization.
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3. Results
Spatiotemporal trends in spatial microbial ecology research publication and citation 

Our search based on ‘topic’ showed a total 7627 publications between 2000 and 2020, and we retrieved
7022 documents after applying the exclusion and inclusion criteria, including 6450 (91.85%) articles and
572 (8.14%) reviews (Fig. 1). The temporal trend in the number of publications and the citation rate in the
�eld of spatial microbial ecology from 2000 to 2020 (Fig. 2A) revealed a steady increase, with an
accelerated rate after 2005 and a total of approximately 334.4 publications per year. We further divided
the publication of documents into two temporal stages, from 2000 to 2010 and 2011 to 2020. The initial
period showed low growth with an average 165 publications per year, while the later period showed an
impressive trend of 520.8 publications per year. The 7022 retrieved documents received 252,980 citations,
an average of 36.026 citations per item, with an h-index of 192. The temporal distribution of citations
(Fig. 2B) indicated an average of 12,046.66667 citations per year. The spatial contribution of research in
spatial ecology revealed that United States of America (USA) has dominated the contribution to this �eld
with 2508 publications and 126,127 citations. Peoples Republic of China (PRC) ranked second with
respect to publications, while Germany ranked second in term of citations. The worldwide publication and
citation trends are shown in (Fig. S1). 

Based on the authors' a�liations in the same publication as evidence of production and cooperation, an
assessment of the contribution of various countries to the development of spatial microbial ecology
studies was performed (Fig. S2). The nodes are the number of authors from the same region, and the
interest of the country is the diameter of the node. The presence of an arc between the nodes indicates
collaboration among researchers from different countries. The cluster reveals that scienti�c work
occurred through established collaborations. In international cooperative partnerships in spatial microbial
ecology research, the USA is perhaps the dominant country and holds a key role in the �gure. The USA,
China and Germany have played an important role in supportive collaboration among nations, with the
majority of publications. The USA cooperated frequently with China, Germany, England, Japan and
Canada. Among them, the US–China collaborative partnership was predominant and ranked �rst with
238 collaborative publications. China also cooperated effectively with other nations, such as Australia,
England and Germany with 58, 52 and 44 publications, respectively. 

Author productivity and collaboration in research

Author productivity is a valuable indicator of the most active researchers in a given �eld. A collaboration
map illustrating the co-author network of the top 100 researchers is shown in (Fig. 3A). Each node
represents an author, where the size of the node represents the number of documents authored by that
author, the colour of the node represents the cluster to which the author belongs and the author-node
relationship represents the author's co-authorship or research partnership. The cluster is a set of author-
nodes that are closely connected. The wider the author-node, the greater the number of documents the
author has written. The number of co-authored documents by the author-nodes on both sides of the link,
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as well as the research cooperation between those authors, rises as the link grows thicker. The fact that
the author-nodes are the same colour suggests that they are closely related.

After excluding authors with fewer than �ve publications, there were 503 authors contributing 3657
publications on spatial microbial ecology. There are 80 authors in this �eld who have published more
than ten articles. The top three most proli�c authors in this �eld were
Zhou, followed by Xie, Tedersoo, and Soininen, with 42, 27, 26 and 26 publications, respectively (Table
S1). The co-citation analysis reveals that the work of Knight secured �rst position with 10,289 citations,
followed by Fierer with 9382 total citations and Lauber with 7101 total citations in the second and third
positions, respectively. Details of the top cited works are shown in (Fig. 3B). In addition, as shown in (Tab.
S1), the average citation frequencies of these authors per publication were also in the top three, but in
descending order: Lauber. (1420), Knight (489) and Fierer (426).

Journal distribution

From 2000 to 2020, a total of 1178 journals published articles on spatial ecology, with 5599 articles
published in a diverse range of 270 journals after excluding journals with fewer than �ve publications
(Fig. S3a). The top ten most productive journals (TP >100) published a total of 1867 articles (33.34%).
Frontiers in Microbiology, FEMS Microbiology Ecology and Plos One were the top three journals with the
most publications (Table S2). In addition, we evaluated the citations received by these journals. (Fig.
S3b). A list of the top ten journals with the highest numbers of citations is shown in (Table 1). Applied
and Environmental Microbiology ranked �rst, indicating that it has a signi�cant impact in this
�eld. Similarly, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America and
International Society of Microbial Ecology (ISME) ranked second and third, respectively, with over 9500
citations and high citation frequencies (Table 1).

Contributions of institutes

By analysing the distribution of the research institution where the author works, we can understand the
scienti�c research capabilities and the research atmosphere of the institution. There were 397 different
institutions worldwide showing research interest in spatial microbial ecology, so we set the threshold
value for the total number of research institutions’ publications at 10. Only �ve of these institutions
(0.89% of the total) published more than 100 papers. We selected the top 100 institutes for network
analysis as shown in (Fig. S4a). From these 100 selected institutes, the ten most highly productive
institutes are listed in (Table S3). Among these institutes, four of them were from the USA, two were from
China and one was from each of Spain, France, Finland and Denmark. The Chinese Academy of Sciences
had the most publications (498), greatly outnumbering any other institution. The second research
institute was University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, which had 166 publications. The third most
productive research institute was the National Institute for Agricultural Research, which had 125
published articles. 
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The US institutions continued to be the leaders in this �eld (Table S3). Furthermore, research universities
accounted for six of the top ten most productive institutes, as well as seven of the top ten most citated
institutes. This re�ects the fact that research universities are at the forefront of this �eld. According to
citation analysis, there were at least 2000 citations for 58 organizations, as shown in (Fig. S4b). The
University of Colorado had the most citations (14,845), followed by the Chinese Academy of Science and
Stanford University, each of which had 8958 and 8791 citations. 

Co-citation analysis on cited authors

The most often cited authors and relevant information may be retrieved from the author co-citation
network based on the number of co-citation occurrences. The weight of the author's citations is re�ected
by the size of each node. The links re�ect a cooperative relationship between two authors. This study
used co-citation analysis to create a map of 1000 authors that consisted of �ve clusters, as shown in (Fig
4A). The top three positions in terms of total co-citation frequencies were secured by Fierer (1176), Edgar
(1161) and Caporaso (1140 citations). Furthermore, author burst detection can determine which author
has had the greatest in�uence over a given period. The top 24 authors’ bursts are shown in (Fig. 4B). In
the authors’ citation burst detection analysis, the strongest burst belonged to author Xie with a strength of
6.91, followed by Deng and Noah. There was a burst of nine authors that lasted until 2020. 

Co-citation analysis of cited references

The analysis of references is an important aspect of bibliometrics-based visualization, as it re�ects the
�eld’s research database. In addition, it is also an important source for exploring the research context and
direction of development [38]. We used CiteSpace to draw the cited reference map based on the co-
citation network and to analyse the cited references in the �eld of spatial microbial ecology. The pruning
algorithm consisted of the Path�nder, pruning sliced networks and pruning the merged network. We were
able to obtain the visual network after running Citespace. The key co-citation clusters on the network were
labelled by titles, as shown in (Fig. 5). In this network, there were 1614 nodes and 3146 edges. The
network density was 0.0059. The Modularity Q was 0 .8017 (Q > 0.3), which generally indicates a
signi�cant clustering structure, and the Mean Silhouette was 0.898, which were important criteria for
evaluating the validity of the mapping. The Q and S values (Fig. 5) indicate that the clustering structure
was signi�cant and that the clustering result was reasonable. The network was divided into 17 clusters of
co-citation networks, which were then labelled on their own citers by index terms. The top six clusters are
summarized (Table 2). Brie�y, the largest cluster (#0) is a biogeographic pattern with 227 members and a
silhouette value of 0.876. The most active citer in this cluster is Jiao (2020). The second largest cluster
(#1), categorized as fungal communities, has 201 members and a silhouette value of 0.869, with the
majority of the references published in 2012. Gri�ths (2011) is the most active citer in this cluster. The
third largest cluster, named ectomycorrhizal fungi, has 194 members, and the active citer is Hang-wei
(2013). It is worth noting that the highest ranked item by citation, burst and centrality belongs to cluster
#3.
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The timeline visualization of the references co-citation analysis network is shown in (Fig. S5). Timeline
visualization analysis showed that clusters #3, #8 and #13 are labelled as bacterial 16s, Picea abies and
anaerobic process evaluation, respectively, indicating the beginning of work in this era. However, the
longest clusters depicted in the timeline visualization is cluster #8, labelled as Picea abies. Besides this,
clusters #0, cluster #1 and cluster #7, labelled as biogeographic pattern, fungal communities and spatial
organization, respectively, are the most popular now, and they have been going on for many years. 

In addition, citation bursts have been successfully applied to capture the sharp increase in a relevant
research interest. The top 30 burst references generated by CiteSpace are shown in (Fig. S6). In the �gure
the dark blue line represents the time after publication, while the red line represents the beginning and
ending time of the literature as a research hotspot. It also demonstrates that only �ve references had the
strongest citation bursts before 2010, with Microbial biogeography: putting microorganisms on the map,
published by Martiny coming �rst with a strength of 41.3 [39]. During this time, they were primarily
concerned with microbial distribution. Following 2010, many of the references had the strongest citation
bursts, in which QIIME, published by Caporaso with a strength of 53.12, allowed analysis of high-
performance community sequence data [40]. The most recent reference with citation bursts appeared in
2018, and six references had a burst that lasted until 2020.

Co-citation analysis of keywords

The keywords are generalizations of the topics in the literature [41]. We performed an analysis of
keywords that can be used to determine the hotspots in the �eld of spatial microbial ecology. It is also
used to track hot topics and research trends [42]. A total of 808 keywords were found, eight of which have
a frequency greater than 500. It shows the network of co-occurring terms, which includes 808 nodes and
4698 links. The node in the network represented a keyword, and its size depended on the frequency of co-
occurrence. The keywords with high frequencies included diversity (2146), bacteria (747) and microbial
community (662) (Fig. 6A).

Keyword burst detection also showed that many burst keywords emerged in 2000–2010 (Fig. 6B). The
burst strength of 16s ribosomal RNA was 29.45, and the burst in 16s ribosomal RNA research in 2000
lasted until 2011, suggesting that 16s ribosomal RNA is a hotspot in spatial microbial studies. This also
corresponds to the keyword diversity, because studies on diversity rely on 16s ribosomal RNA data. Prior
to 2010, researchers used basic biological techniques to study microbial ecology, including keywords like
‘in situ hybridization’, ‘PCR’, ‘DGGE’, ‘T-RFLP’, ‘gradient gel electrophoresis’, ‘biome’, ‘spatial heterogeneity’,
‘community structure’, ‘geostatistics’, ‘gene’ and ‘assemblage’. After 2010, the application of some
advanced methods and technologies, such as the keywords ‘pyrosequencing’, ‘high-throughput
sequencing’ and ‘database’, has further advanced the research in this �eld.

4. Discussion
Spatial microbial ecology is carried out on a variety of scales, from the millimetre and particle-size
spectrum to the centimetre and meter scale of plot-size �elds, as well as landscape and geographic
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scales [43]. This study used two types of bibliometric visualization tools, such as Citespace and VOS
viewer, to conduct the analyses in the �eld of spatial microbial ecology during the period 2000–2020
based on 7022 records retrieved from the WOS database. The main purpose of the current study was to
create understanding about spatial microbial ecology. Different perspectives were examined, such as the
contributions of different countries, productive journals in terms of publication and citation, active
institutions, proli�c authors, highly cited references and keyword distribution analysis to represent
intellectual structures like in�uential studies and hot topics. The numbers of publications on selected
topics increased substantially after 2005, and most of the studies were published in a later stage, 2015–
2019, while a weaker publication record was found in 2020. We found that there was a gradual increase
in the number of publications from 2000 to 2020, while there was rapid growth in this area after 2010, but
we found a decrease in publications in 2020. Research in this �eld requires scientists to take samples
from different regions, which requires travel around the world. This decline could be due to the COVID-19
outbreak, as several countries around the world have also taken corresponding measures, such as exit
and entry restrictions [44].

The most productive author in this �eld was Zhou (China), with 38 publications, while the most cited
author was Knight (USA). The most productive research institution was Chinese Academy of Sciences,
but the most cited institution was Colorado University. The U.S. and China made important contributions
in this research area, the former with productive publications in relevant journals, the latter with
productive institutions and authors. Although China’s institutions have published many documents, their
citation rate is lower, which may be due to limitations in the development and application of basic
bioinformatics software, while the U.S., on the other hand, still dominates in this �eld. However, about 238
articles on spatial microbial ecology have been published in China, with only 12 publications from 2000
to 2010, while the remaining 95% were published after 2010. These �ndings suggest recent development
and scientist interest in this area. From a geographical point of view, most of the countries with more
research in this area are in Europe, such as Germany, France and England, from the European region six
countries are in the top ten productive countries. The third largest organization (INRA) has also
participated in this area from Europe. Conducting research in this area requires a lot of data analysis,
which inevitably requires the use of some advanced software and analytical tools, such as the use of
Illumina HiSeq and MiSeq platforms for high-throughput sequencing [45, 46], the use of some R
packages [47], mothur [48], QIIME [49] and FUNGuild [50] to analyse raw data. At the same time, these
tools must be professionally trained and require a high investment of time and money. According to our
�ndings, the ten countries with the largest number of documents, with the exception of China, are all
developed countries, and most of them are in Europe, which shows that developed countries have a major
role in this area. Economic and technical issues may be the key limitations affecting the rapid
development of this �eld in developing countries [51].

It is possible to identify the most productive journals in a certain subject in order to assist researchers in
selecting the most relevant journal. This can improve their ability to evaluate the literature in the �eld,
broaden their academic horizons and help them achieve technological innovation [52]. In addition,
identifying key journals can help scholars to submit and publish articles, illustrating their academic
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achievements. On the other hand, scientists may have many journal choices that make it di�cult to select
the most appropriate journal [53]. Our analysis indicated that seven of the most cited journals were also
among the top ten most productive, with Applied and Environmental Microbiology ranking �rst, showing
that it has a signi�cant effect on the �eld. These �ndings indicated that research quality in this �eld still
needs improvement, and international collaboration between researchers should be strengthened to
produce high-quality work.

An upsurge in the frequency of a study’s citation over a period of time is seen as a mark of academic
focus, which implies an underlying research trend [54]. By tracking the temporal trends of burst
references, we can easily understand the major research areas of the scienti�c community at some point
in time [41]. The development of research hotspots in spatial microbial ecology was illustrated using
burst detection analysis. Early studies focused on microbial distribution, such as the structure of bacterial
communities at the continental scale [55–57], spatial heterogeneity [58, 59] and fundamental microbial
processes like the soil microbial nitrogen cycle [60], nitrogen �xation [61], nitri�cation [62] and the carbon
cycle [63]. In recent years, with the continuous advancement in technology, researchers are also
constantly developing new research models and new analysis methods in this �eld [64], which are
enabling the further development of this �eld. They began to focus on their interaction with their habitat,
such as biotic and abiotic interactions [65], how these organisms are harnessed in human endeavours
and their impact on society. Moreover, their effect on agricultural production, health and industry were
studied [66, 67]. Some studies focused on the effect of treatments on microbial community structure and
the observed biodiversity patterns of microorganisms such as the effect of biochar on communities [68].
In the last decade, microbial ecologists have emphasized the development of technical and
bioinformatics methods for studying the structure and assembly process of microbial communities, such
as the use of quantitative PCR to determine the number of genomes of a speci�c microbe per unit volume
of the sample [69], inferential ecological studies with multivariant analysis [70], Neutral-Theory-based
process models, inferential ecological stochastic and/or deterministic processes by Null Model Analysis,
which explain more detailed ecological processes compared with previous years.

5. Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge, this is �rst comprehensive bibliometric analysis to reveal extensive
information about development and hot topics in the �eld of spatial microbial ecology. Steady growth
was observed from 2000 to 2020. The annual publication output had increased by about 7.5 times, and
annual citation increased by about 696.5 times over 20 years. At the same time, in recent years,
researchers have also published articles in journals with high IF, such as PNAS, ISME, NAT METHODS and
NAT REV MICROBIOL. In addition, through the co-occurrence analysis of research countries and
institutions, we found that most research is performed in developed countries and that these countries
have cooperated closely with each other, while China, with great in�uence in recent years, is the only
developing country. Furthermore, based on a co-occurrence analysis, we discovered that the majority of
research is conducted in developed countries and that these countries collaborate closely with each other,
while China is the only developing country with signi�cant in�uence in recent years. Due to the lack of
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funds and technology, there is little research in developing countries. At present, most of the research
focuses on methods and technology development. There are few studies on the spatial patterns of
microorganisms and the process of community assembly. At the same time, there are few studies that
report a wide range of microbial ecology. In addition, many studies are on surface microbial ecology, and
there are few studies on deep microbial ecology. The purpose of technological development is its
application. In the future, research will focus on the microbial assembly process and development of
comprehensive models. This study will assist researchers who are interested in spatial microbial ecology
to better understanding the �eld’s development patterns. This analysis can also assist scientists to
e�ciently accessing the journals, authors, or publications to which they want to refer. In summary, the
present study provides a comprehensive review of the trends and gaps in the �eld of spatial microbial
ecology and thus lays the groundwork for future research.

6. Study Limitations
Although this is the �rst bibliometric study of spatial microbial ecology, there are some limitations, as
follows: First, only English-language articles were selected for this study, thus excluding certain non-
English papers that could provide further information and more recent developments in spatial microbial
ecology. Second, in this study, two types of publications (articles and reviews) were selected, and future
studies might expand the scope of the data collection to include additional types of publications (e.g.,
proceedings papers, book chapters, early access). Furthermore, another limitation is related to new papers
and works that are rarely cited. An additional limitation is that new articles and papers that are rarely
cited are not included in the database.
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Tables
Table 1. Top 10 productive Journals in term of citations

Rank Journal Titles Citation Documents Year 2020 Impact
Factor

1 Applied and Environmental
Microbiology

14861 184 4.016

2 PNAS* 11133 88 9.412
3 ISME* journal 9764 168 9.180
4 Nature 9193 24 42.778
5 Environmental Microbiology 8816 158 4.933
6 FEMS* Microbiology Ecology 8642 216 3.675
7 Soil Biology & Biochemistry 6631 159 5.795
8 New Phytologist 6107 68 8.512
9 Frontiers in Microbiology 5689 290 4.235
10 Plos One 5306 199 2.740

 

Note: PNAS*; Proceedings of the national academy of sciences, ISME*; International society

for microbial ecology, FEMS*; Federation of European Microbiological Societies.

 

Table 2. Top 6 co-citation clusters based on frequency

Cluster ID Size Silhouette Label (LLR) Mean Cited Year

0 227 0.876 biogeographic pattern 2015

1 201 0.869 fungal communities 2012
2 194 0.817 ectomycorrhizal fungi 2010
3 154 0.931 bacterial 16 1998
4 147 0.928 chesapeake bay 2002
5 144 0.869 spatial scaling 2005

 

Figures
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Figure 1

Flow chart for re�ning and retrieving literature data from web of science core collection. 

Figure 2

Temporal trends of spatial microbial ecology publication and citation per year from 2000 to 2021 in Web
of Science database. 
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Figure 3

Co-authorship network of top 100 authors (A) Documents published (B) Citation analysis.

Figure 4

(A) Co-citations network of cited authors. Note: The network was created using VOSviewer based on
samples (N=7022). (B) Authors with the strongest citation bursts in publications on spatial microbial
ecology from 2000 to 2020.

Figure 5

Co-citation network analysis of reference literature on Spatial Microbial Ecology from 2000-2020.  

Figure 6

(A) Keywords co-occurrence network clustering. (B) Top 50 Keywords with strongest citation bursts in
publications from 2000-2020.
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